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Introduction 
 

In 1989, Western Michigan University created the recycling coordinator 
position to develop and implement a university-wide recycling program. Prior to 
this, there were no efficient recycling practices; various students and student groups 
attempted to start a recycling program only to have it fail during semester breaks 
due to lack of available staffing.  
 

Paper and cardboard were targeted first due to the large volume of material 
accumulated on campus. Initially, the custodial staff was tasked with collecting and 
emptying the recycling from centralized containers, starting with the Seibert 
Administration Building. Placement of recycling bins in the administration building 
created a solid foundation for what is now known as Solid Waste Reduction. By 
1992, recycling of paper and cardboard was available on the entire Western 
Michigan University Kalamazoo campus. However, in that same year, Custodial 
Services suffered a severe budget cut and therefore, was no longer able to handle 
the recycling operations. As a result, students were hired to empty the 
paper/cardboard and bottles/cans recycling bins from offices, classrooms, and 
laboratories. In 2012, a collaboration with Custodial Services resulted in 
institutionalization of the recycling program. Expansion of the program has resulted 
in recycling of approximately twenty different materials including polystyrene foam 
(Styrofoam®), glass bottles and jars, plastic bottles and jugs, metal cans, caps, 
batteries, toner cartridges, and many others. In addition, recycling has been 
implemented at satellite campuses such as downtown Battle Creek and the School of 
Aviation in Battle Creek. 
 

As additional materials were added to the recycling program, more 
departments were called upon to provide services. Landscape Services provided 
insight and labor for the installation of outdoor recycling containers. They also 
suggested that the move-in and move-out processes be reviewed for better waste 
management strategies. Dining Services started working to reduce food waste both 
for cost and environmental reasons. Intercollegiate Athletics agreed to implement 
recycling in major event facilities. Purchasing was instrumental in making sure that 
the university “closed the loop” on the recycling cycle by supplying recycled-content 
supplies, especially paper products. Architecture and Design also ensured that 
buildings under construction or areas being remodeled allowed appropriate space 
for recycling. 
 

Since 1989, much has been done to improve solid waste reduction practices 
at WMU and in the Kalamazoo community. Progress has been made on 
collaborations with various departments, involvement with multiple campus events, 
development of outreach programs to educate the campus community, and research 
into appropriate waste reduction methods and signage. By fostering relationships 
among various departments, the WMU solid waste reduction programs have 
resulted in a waste diversion rate greater than 70% annually. 
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Collaboration 
 

Since every student, employee, and visitor at WMU generates waste 
materials, Solid Waste Reduction must coordinate with every department on 
campus to ensure proper waste handling procedures are followed. In a perfect 
world, waste is minimized (not generated in the first place) and the generator of the 
waste material is responsible for the highest-level of reusing or recycling. Since this 
behavioral change will take many years, it is necessary to rely on some departments 
more heavily than others. It is the responsibility of each person generating waste to 
determine the most effective method for managing that waste. 
 
Architecture and Design 

Architecture and Design develops standards for the aesthetic aspects of the 
buildings on campus. Much of this revolves around the use of materials and lighting 
to make the space functional and visually appealing. Solid Waste Reduction 
continues to provide guidance on container design, signage, and appropriate 
placement of waste handling systems. Solid Waste Reduction and the Office for 
Sustainability also encourage the use of sustainable materials for new buildings and 
remodeling projects. 
 
Custodial Services 

When recycling was introduced at WMU, the custodial staff was responsible 
for the removal of all trash and recycling to the outdoor collection containers. 
Initially, each office occupant received a recycling bin for paper and cardboard to 
pair with their trashcan. The trashcan continued to be emptied by the custodial staff, 
but the occupant was responsible for emptying the recycling bin into a central 
collection center, typically located in break rooms and departmental workrooms. 
Building custodians then emptied the central collection bins into a dumpster 
provided by the recycling contractor.  
 

Until 1992, the custodial staff handled the removal of recycling from the 
central collection areas and classrooms. However, due to custodial budget cuts in 
mid-1992, students were hired to empty the recycling bins throughout campus. 
Over the next twenty years, several additional materials were added to the list of 
recyclables including bottles, cans, polystyrene foam, batteries, cartridges, plastic 
film, fluorescent light bulbs, and construction debris. Students continued to empty 
paper, cardboard, bottles, and cans recycling from the central collection containers. 
The other materials were collected by students or Logistical Services, for 
consolidation until shippable quantities were available. 
 

In January 2012, a two-month pilot study was initiated at Schneider Hall to 
determine whether custodial services could take on the removal of recyclable 
materials, in addition to the waste, from centralized locations without significantly 
increasing the waste handling workload. The custodians were integral in the design 
of the project because they are the department responsible for waste handling.  
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Staff and faculty were instructed to remove all of the waste and recycling 
materials from their desks and offices to centralized waste stations. By requiring 
office occupants to empty their own bins, they had to take responsibility for their 
waste. All trash and recycling containers were also removed from classrooms. Signs 
were posted instructing students to remove all waste materials to the centralized 
collection containers in the hallways. The custodians then emptied all of the 
centralized trash and recycling containers. This reduced the number of containers 
custodial staff had to empty thus reducing the overall workload. 
 

Successful results of this study led to a significant change in material disposal 
behavior. Initial fears by custodians of trash and recycling being left on tables and 
floors did not materialize. There were some minor concerns with occupants’ 
acceptance of the new procedures, but improved communication about the reasons 
for the operational change reduced those concerns. The pilot project was so 
successful that it was made permanent after just one month. 
 

In a further attempt to be more efficient and reduce costs, the custodial staff 
now contacts Solid Waste Reduction when paper/cardboard or bottles/cans 
dumpsters are full. This contributes to more efficient processes than past practices 
of emptying dumpsters on a schedule rather than based on need. There is also a new 
web-based monitoring system available that may be able to stream-line this process 
by allowing anyone with internet access to select which materials need to be 
removed from a particular building. This can be used for any identified materials 
including waste, recycling, or surplus.  
 
Dining Services 

Dining Services is responsible for testing, procuring, preparing and serving 
meals to students with a meal plan. Dining Services strives to obtain locally sourced 
foods and reduce waste where appropriate. 
 

• Food Waste Audits 
Dining Services has been instrumental in reducing waste from our dining 
halls. To get a handle on how much waste is actually generated, Dining 
Services has participated in several food waste audits since 2007. These 
audits consist of collecting and weighing preparation food waste, consumer 
food waste, and excess prepared meals.  

 
Multiple class projects have been influential in the development and 
completion of the food waste audits with guidance from Solid Waste 
Reduction. Proper design of the food waste audits allows precise information 
on where the food waste is generated, meal preparation, consumer discards, 
or leftovers. By collecting meal preparation scraps separately from plate 
waste and leftovers, methods can be developed to address specific wastes.  

 
Initial audit results showed approximately one half pound of waste was 
generated per meal served. Some of the reasons for significant food waste 
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included large food portions, an unlimited buffet dining system, incorrect 
estimates for meal counts, and availability of dining room trays. As a result of 
these food waste audits, Dining Services has implemented several waste 
reduction processes.  

 
• Plate Waste 

A primary contributor to food waste from the consumer relates to the size of 
the plate. Fortunately, WMU Dining Services utilizes 9” plates for meals, 
which is suggested by the USDA’s Economic Research Service (ERS).  
Pictured below is the standard 9” plate with portion recommendations. 
(https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks/Sharing_Center/NM/Plate.pdf) 

  
 

When diners use larger plates, they are encouraged to put enough food on 
the plate to fill the space. As a result, the diners may overeat, which leads to 
unhealthy weight gain, or excess food is discarded. Reducing the plate size to 
9” at an all-you-can-eat buffet does not limit the amount of food someone can 
eat, but it does require a conscious decision to return for more food. The 
smaller plate also aids in maintaining a healthy weight for diners. 

 
• Food Trays 

Trays at all-you-can-eat buffets provide the same incentive as large plates. 
The diner is encouraged to put more food on the tray to fill up the space. This 
results in overeating and/or increased waste, neither of which is sustainable. 
In order to decrease the amount of food waste from consumers, Solid Waste 
Reduction recommended that food trays be removed from dining halls. All 
halls participated in the trial except Burnham Dining and Hoekje/Bigelow 
Dining, starting with the fall 2008 semester. The amount of waste decreased 
from 0.5 pound per person per meal to 0.21 pound per person per meal at 

https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks/Sharing_Center/NM/Plate.pdf)
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the next audit. Due to the great success of the trial, the project was expanded 
to all dining halls the following fall semester. 

 
• Meal Preparation Scraps  

Dining Services collects fruit and vegetable scraps from meal preparation and 
donates the scraps to a local hog farmer. The scraps are stored in a cooler 
and picked up by the farmer several times per week. Dining Services obtains 
the required permit from the Michigan Department of Agriculture annually. 
Dining Services also purchases pork sausage from the farmer to serve at 
meals in the dining halls, thus closing the loop on the food waste.  

 
• EcoMug 

The EcoMug program “is designed to do much more than counteract 
disposable cup use on campus. It’s an innovative model for introducing 
students to our campus’ sustainability commitments and for stimulating 
long-term, meaningful behavior change”. 
(https://wmich.edu/sustainability/projects/ecomug) 
 
The Office for Sustainability worked with Dining Services to implement a 
beverage takeout system utilizing the EcoMug. Students are allowed to take 
the EcoMug into the dining halls and fill the mug with a drink when they 
leave. Students obtaining a carry-out meal must use the EcoMug as Dining 
Services no longer provides take-out beverage cups. 

 
The first EcoMug was a 15 oz. stainless steel, insulated coffee mug. A 17 oz. 
stainless steel water bottle was introduced as an option in 2014 due to 
popular request. In 2016, the coffee mug was eliminated in order to reduce 
costs associated with the program. 

 
The Office for Sustainability coordinates with various local businesses to 
provide EcoMug users with discounts on drinks or other services. All 
discounts are listed on the Office for Sustainability website. 

 

https://wmich.edu/sustainability/projects/ecomug)
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• Dishware  
WMU Dining Services has always used reusable dishware, which eliminates a 
large waste stream. By washing our dishes instead of using disposables, 
WMU does not generate the volume of waste common in other university 
dining systems.  

 
• Takeout Containers 

In cases where takeout containers are necessary, Dining Services has 
converted from polystyrene foam to a compostable foam product. While not 
locally compostable at this time, once the infrastructure is available, we will 
be able to properly compost these containers. 

 
Environmental Health & Safety 

Environmental Health & Safety and Solid Waste Reduction have separate, but 
occasionally overlapping responsibilities. Both departments collect fluorescent light 
bulbs and batteries for recycling. Since these materials are considered universal 
waste by the USEPA, they must be stored properly, according to USEPA regulations, 
until they are shipped to a recycling facility.  Environmental Health & Safety is 
responsible for the permitted facility and schedules a contractor to remove the light 
bulbs and non-rechargeable batteries. Solid Waste Reduction handles the recycling 
of rechargeable batteries through Call2Recycle. Environmental Health & Safety and 
Solid Waste Reduction also work together to ensure waste and recycling facilities 
are compliant with environmental policies.   
 
Intercollegiate Athletics 

Intercollegiate Athletics provides student athletes with services ranging from 
recruitment to advising, training, and sporting events. Many of these activities 
include participants from the surrounding community who may lack information on 
WMU recycling and waste reduction programs. Working together has allowed for 
significant volumes of materials to be recycled. (All recycling services are paid for by 
Intercollegiate Athletics.) 

 
• Baseball 

Solid Waste Reduction places recycling bins at the baseball field for the 
season. Bins are serviced by Intercollegiate Athletics. 
 

• Basketball 
Bins are permanently placed at the basketball arena and serviced by 
Intercollegiate Athletics personnel. 

 
• Football  

Solid Waste Reduction places recycling bins in Waldo Stadium before the 
season begins. ROTC is responsible for cleaning Waldo Stadium after football 
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games, which includes collecting recycling from the bins and the stands. Solid 
Waste Reduction works with the Master Sargent at ROTC to define what 
should be recycled and where to put it. This process has worked well since it 
was implemented around 2010. 
 
Solid Waste Reduction works with Intercollegiate Athletics and the 
contracted concessionaire to recycle materials from the concessions at 
Waldo Stadium. The concessionaire collects and flattens cardboard and 
places it in the nearest cardboard recycling container. The concessionaire 
can also distribute food items in recyclable containers. Working with the 
concessionaire several months before the football season allows for the 
purchase of recyclable food service containers. These items must be recycled 
by the fans for the program to be effective. Once composting is a viable 
process in southwest Michigan, converting to compostable service containers 
will significantly reduce contamination, and hopefully, increase diversion of 
materials from the landfill. 
 

• Hockey 
Recycling bins for paper/cardboard and bottles/cans are permanently placed 
at Lawson Arena for use by all patrons of the building, including hockey fans. 
The bins are serviced by regular building custodial staff. 
 

• Tailgate Events 
Recycling at major football tailgate events began around 2010 with the 
CommUniverCity tailgate. Solid Waste Reduction works with Intercollegiate 
Athletics to determine which materials will be available for recycling based 
on information and services provided at the tailgate.  

 
Intercollegiate Athletics (or other sponsoring departments) provide a map of 
the tailgate location with vendors and activities identified for planning 
purposes. Solid Waste Reduction determines the appropriate number and 
type of recycling bins necessary, then places, monitors, empties, and removes 
the bins. Common materials recycled at tailgate events include plastic bottles 
and cups, deposit containers, and, occasionally, polystyrene foam.  

 
In addition to CommUniverCity, which is celebrated prior to the first home 
football game of the season, tailgate events typically occur during 
Homecoming and Southwest Fest. Special occasions, such as home games 
against Big Ten schools, have also resulted in major tailgate events requiring 
recycling services. 

 
• Tennis 

Solid Waste Reduction supplies recycling bins for the tennis courts during 
the season. Intercollegiate Athletics typically services the bins, but Solid 
Waste Reduction does so upon request.  
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Landscape Services 
Landscape Services operates entirely outdoors. Close communication 

between Landscape Services and Solid Waste Reduction ensures appropriate siting 
of trash and recycling bins on campus. The two departments work together on 
several large projects each year including move-in, athletic events, and Bronco Bash. 
 

• Athletic Events 
Solid Waste Reduction and Landscape Services coordinate placement of 
recycling and trash containers for athletic events and associated fan events. It 
is always preferable to have recycling and trash containers clustered 
together when dealing with the public. In addition, larger containers are 
necessary for events such as tailgate parties and football games for both 
trash and recycling. (See Intercollegiate Athletics for more information)  

 
• Bronco Bash 

Solid Waste Reduction and Landscape Services coordinate placement of 
recycling and trash containers. In addition, recycling staff assists with clean 
up after the event. Since this program began, waste sent to the landfill from 
Bronco Bash has decreased by 96%. (See Events for more information) 
 

• Outdoor Recycling Stations 
Outdoor waste stations were proposed by a student completing an internship 
with Solid Waste Reduction. The stations were a multi-bin system made of 
recycled plastic lumber around a central support poll. The stations were 
emptied by student recycling staff on a regular schedule. These bins were 
easily contaminated and difficult to keep clean. In addition, several 
containers were vandalized beyond repair. 

 
In 2009, Solid Waste Reduction custom designed new outdoor waste stations 
made of stainless steel to replace the recycled plastic stations. A prioritized 
implementation plan was developed with Landscape Services to ensure 
proper placement of waste stations based on student traffic patterns, and to 
allow continued sidewalk maintenance, especially during the winter months. 
Solid Waste Reduction empties these bins weekly utilizing student staffing. 
However, it would be more efficient for Landscape Services to empty the 
stations as they already service trash containers and pick up trash in the 
areas. They are able to respond more quickly to any potential overflow or 
contamination issues than student employees can. 
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Maintenance Services 
Maintenance Services is responsible for maintaining the physical 

infrastructure of the university. Maintaining infrastructure generates multiple waste 
streams that can be recycled: cardboard, paint, scrap metal, and construction debris. 
Solid Waste Reduction partnered with Maintenance Services to develop convenient 
and efficient methods for collection of these materials. Also explored was the 
possibility of replacing disposable HVAC filters, but it was deemed not fiscally 
responsible. 
 
Planning, Space Management, and Capital Projects 

Planning, Space Management, and Capital Projects is responsible for the 
development of capital projects (large building projects) and the appropriate 
assignment of building spaces. Solid Waste Reduction began working with Planning, 
Space Management, and Capital Projects for the design of the College of Health and 
Human Services. Initially, the goal was to ensure that there was space for recycling 
bins in offices and work rooms. The goal has now evolved to ensure not only space 
for recycling bins, but also recycling of construction and demolition debris, use of 
sustainably sourced building materials, and waste minimization from design to final 
occupancy of the building. 
 
Purchasing 

The relationship between Purchasing and Solid Waste Reduction has allowed 
WMU to integrate many environmentally beneficial purchasing practices. For 
example, Solid Waste Reduction worked with Purchasing to acquire recycled 
content paper products, especially copier paper. Once a suitable product was agreed 
upon, the Vice President for Business and Finance established a university policy 
requiring all departments to utilize the recycled content copier paper. Enforcement 
of the policy is erratic. However, many other materials used by offices do contain 
recycled content including envelopes and sticky notes. Purchasing and Solid Waste 
Reduction have also explored methods for reducing print media waste including 
toner and paper through digital media performance management. Thus far, a few 
departments and colleges have implemented contracts, though a university wide 
contract would be far more effective.  
 
Residence Life 

Residence Life provides housing and activities for students living in on-
campus residence halls and apartments. 
 

• Move-in 
In 1990, large waste containers (20 cubic yards) were available for students 
and parents to discard trash, lumber, and carpet scraps generated while 
moving students into residence halls. It was evident that the vast majority of 
material in the dumpster was cardboard. Soon after, Solid Waste Reduction 
proposed supplying a separate container to collect cardboard for recycling. 
The availability of both trash and cardboard recycling containers lasted 
several years.  
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Other waste reduction techniques were also implemented.  Lumber from 
building lofts was significantly reduced as Residence Life replaced all room 
furnishings with lofting furniture. Carpet scraps were also nearly eliminated 
when local vendors provided carpets already cut to the appropriate size.  

 
Once recycling of cardboard and other materials became more commonplace, 
and the amount of material in the trash container decreased significantly, the 
large trash containers were no longer needed. Today, only the large open top 
container for cardboard recycling is required. All other trash is placed into 
the smaller, regular-sized dumpster.  
 
Constant monitoring is crucial during the move-in process in order to avoid 
contamination of recycling containers and dumpsters. Along with 
monitoring, it is crucial to increase awareness and education during the 
move-in process. To do so, recycling information should be included in the 
student welcome packets explaining what items can be recycled and where 
to put them. It is particularly important to get this information to the 
students early, as move-in occurs over a short period of time, and it tends to 
be quite stressful. Since many parents read the welcome packet, they can 
provide additional support for our recycling program as they assist their 
child with the move-in process.  

 
• Trash to Treasures 

WMU created the Trash to Treasures Program to collect clothing, furniture, 
appliances, toys, toiletries, cleaning supplies, and food from students moving 
out of residence halls and apartments. These items have been donated to 
local social service organizations since before 1998.  
 
Initially, Solid Waste Reduction placed boxes in the lobbies of each residence 
hall for collection of donated goods. Donations were picked up by Solid 
Waste Reduction several times during the spring exam week for transport to 
a selected organization.  

 
Publicity for the program consisted of posters in the residence hall lobbies 
and on the collection boxes. Letters were also sent to apartment residents 
with instructions to contact Solid Waste Reduction to arrange for a pick-up of 
unwanted items. 
 
In spring 2004, Residence Life changed Trash to Treasures to a drop off 
program at Campus Services Building. Unfortunately, this process was not 
successful as students typically didn’t have any way to transport items across 
campus. Also, in a hurry to move out, students did not take the time to deliver 
their items to the Campus Services Building drop-off location. Donations 
dropped significantly from previous years. 
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Spring 2007 brought another major change to the program. Trash to 
Treasures was absorbed by Residence Life. Kalamazoo Deacon’s Conference 
and Salvation Army were selected to collect the donations from the lobbies of 
the residence halls instead of WMU delivering the donations. 
 
In 2015, Residence Life opted to donate the food left by residents to the new 
Invisible Needs Project in Student Affairs, providing non-perishable food to 
students at WMU. All other items were donated to Kalamazoo Deacon’s 
Conference. 
 

• EcoThon 
EcoThon is a competition between residence halls on campus to improve 
awareness of sustainability issues and encourage behavior change. Residence 
Life, Facilities Management, Office for Sustainability, and Solid Waste 
Reduction worked together to create a competition focused on energy 
consumption, water consumption, recycling, and education. A prize was 
awarded to the hall with the highest overall score during the four-week 
competition. For many years, EcoThon ran concurrently with RecycleMania, 
the nationwide recycling competition. 

 
Surplus  

Surplus has always been involved in waste reduction based on their mission 
to redistribute university property to departments that can use it. Surplus sells 
items to the general public at biweekly public sales and occasionally donates items. 
 

Surplus has also taken responsibility for managing the recycling of scrap 
metal and electronic equipment. Materials are stored for consolidation before being 
shipped to a local recycling facility. Some materials are more valuable than others 
and create an income for the university. 
 
Transportation Services 

Transportation Services maintains all of the university-owned vehicles. Oil, 
oil filters, antifreeze, tires, and batteries from these vehicles can be recycled. 
Transportation Services arranges and funds the recycling or reusing of the oil, 
antifreeze, tires, and batteries. Solid Waste Reduction pays for recycling of oil filters 
only.  
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Events 
 

Solid Waste Reduction provides recycling services for many large events on 
campus. These events tend to generate large volumes of waste. With the aid of Solid 
Waste Reduction, the amount of waste from these events has been significantly 
reduced.  
 

• Bronco Bash 
For the past several years, Bronco Bash has utilized a Green Team to assist 
Solid Waste Reduction with managing and collecting recycling. Bronco Bash 
and Solid Waste Reduction work closely to maintain proper recycling 
procedures at the event. The Green Team is made up of students or 
volunteers and is overseen by the event manager. Due to the efforts of the 
Green Team and Bronco Bash, there has been a 96% reduction in waste since 
its inception.  

 
The Bronco Bash 2008 Green Team picked up paper, cardboard, bottles, and 
cans during the event, significantly reducing the amount of litter remaining 
afterwards for the clean-up crew. 

 
Starting in September 2012, Solid Waste Reduction teamed up with Bronco 
Bash to create a larger Green Team responsible for placing, monitoring, and 
emptying recycling bins during the event. Solid Waste Reduction student 
employees and the student organizations contracted by Bronco Bash as the 
Green Team provided the staffing. Approximately 100 waste stations 
consisting of bins for landfill waste, paper/cardboard recycling and 
bottles/cans recycling were located throughout the Bronco Bash venue. 
Unfortunately, the student organizations did not provide the number of 
volunteers required and so the process was not as effective as it could have 
been.  

 
During Bronco Bash 2013, the number of waste and recycling stations was 
reduced by half. This decision was made due to the success of the Brown Hall 
pilot study in proving that fewer, conveniently placed bins could be as 
effective as bins in every room. By minimizing the amount of waste and 
recycling stations, and maintaining effectiveness, less labor was required 
(See Research for more information). While there were no significant issues 
with the reduced number of containers, once again the contracted student 
organization did not provide the staffing required. 

 
In 2014, the number of waste and recycling stations was again cut by about 
half. Unfortunately, a severe thunderstorm caused significant damage and 
loss of most recyclable material due to wind, water, and contamination.  

 
In 2015, Bronco Bash contracted with a different student organization for the 
Green Team. This group was able to supply the staffing required and as a 
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result, the recycling program was extremely successful. Maintaining the 
lower number of recycling bins, the waste reduction was still greater than 
90%. The clean-up time was also reduced due to the Green Team having 
enough staff to keep paper and other waste materials picked up and 
separated throughout the event. 

 
• Fall Welcome 

Fall Welcome occurs the week before classes begin for fall semester. It is 
designed to acclimate incoming first year students to campus and campus 
resources. Fall Welcome, Residence Life, and Solid Waste Reduction work 
together throughout the week to collect recyclable materials generated 
during the move-in process and at the scheduled events. Constant 
monitoring is necessary to ensure the recycling containers do not become 
contaminated. Students arriving to campus for their first semester are 
excited about their new residence and are often rushed to complete their 
tasks, so they frequently do not pay attention to where things should be 
placed. Fall Welcome, Residence Life, and Solid Waste Reduction provide 
volunteers and/or paid staff to monitor dumpsters to keep contamination to 
a minimum as well as talk with students and families about our waste 
reduction initiatives. Fall Welcome volunteers also monitor recycling 
containers at Buster’s Buffet, a dinner celebration for the new students 
attending Fall Welcome involving off-campus food vendors.  

 
• Trash to Treasures 

During the school year, students accumulate goods from furniture, carpets, 
and clothing to toys, toiletries, and cleaning supplies. At the end of the school 
year, some of the clothes don’t fit, toiletries and cleaning supplies are not 
needed, and the carpet won’t fit anywhere else so the students want to throw 
them away. These items are instead collected in residence halls and from 
campus apartments and then donated to the Kalamazoo Deacons Conference 
for use by community members in need. With the development of the 
Invisible Needs Project in 2015 at Student Affairs, food is now also available 
for our students.  
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Outreach 
 

Education and publicity are critical to making the recycling program 
successful. Educating the university community presents challenges not 
experienced by typical businesses and municipalities.  The university community 
consists mainly of young adults under the age of 30. It is also highly transient with 
the student population changing every four months and a complete turnover of 
students in 4-6 years.  
 

Initially education and publicity of solid waste reduction programs consisted 
of letters, memos, and newsletters aimed at faculty and staff. Once the program 
expanded from offices to areas frequented by students, the information conveyance 
mechanism had to change. In addition to memos placed in student mailboxes, more 
indirect options such as posters, door hangers, and tabling at events were utilized.  
 

Face to face publicity has proven to be the best method of obtaining 
participation in the solid waste reduction programs by students. Solid Waste 
Reduction has taken advantage of opportunities to speak directly with students 
during classes, at student organization meetings, and at special events. Contact with 
potential students at events such as Medallion Scholarship Competition, 
Multicultural Leadership Scholarship Competition and Orientation provides the 
opportunity to instill waste reduction expectations before students arrive on 
campus. 
 

• Bernhard Center Displays 
A highly visible publicity activity for several years consisted of original 
displays placed in the display cases at Bernhard Center, which is visited by 
large numbers of university community members and visitors. The display 
cases provide the opportunity to showcase recycling and waste reduction 
information in a short but fun and engaging arrangement. Topics ranged 
from what can be recycled and where, to how to reduce waste during the 
holidays and how waste affects the environment. Due to reduced staffing and 
the inability to determine effectiveness, Office for Sustainability opted to 
discontinue design and installation of the displays. 

 
• First Year Seminar Presentations 

Office for Sustainability provides a one-hour Introduction to Sustainability 
presentation to several sections of First Year Seminar during the fall 
semester. Instructors are required to cover some specific material, but 
optional topics can include sustainability. Solid Waste Reduction meets with 
instructors during the FYS Resource Fair, typically in May, to schedule 
presentation dates at the OfS. During the summer, OfS students are trained 
and scheduled to handle the presentations. 
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• Green Guide Booklet 
The Green Guide Booklet was designed to provide guidelines for personal 
and community sustainability including waste reduction practices, 
transportation alternatives, water and electrical consumption, low impact 
meals, and other sustainability information. In order to set a good example, 
the booklet was only available on the Solid Waste Reduction webpage. This 
document is not currently available as it needs to be updated to include new 
recycling technologies and processes. 

 
• New Student Office Tours- Orientation & Fall Welcome 

Solid Waste Reduction encourages the Orientation and Fall Welcome teams 
to include the Office for Sustainability on the campus tours. When new 
students are introduced to the OfS, they get the opportunity to see where we 
are and what we do. In addition, they can see that WMU takes sustainability 
seriously. 

 
• RecycleMania 

“RecycleMania is a friendly competition and benchmarking tool for college 
and university recycling programs to promote waste reduction activities to 
their campus communities. Over an 8-week period each spring, colleges 
across the United States and Canada report the amount of recycling and trash 
collected each week and are in turn ranked in various categories based on 
who recycles the most on a per capita basis, as well as which schools have the 
best recycling rate as a percentage of total waste and which schools generate 
the least amount of combined trash and recycling. With each week’s updated 
ranking, participating schools follow their performance against other 
colleges and use the results to rally their campus to reduce and recycle 
more.” (http://recyclemaniacs.org/) 

 
WMU has been competing in RecycleMania for over ten years, capitalizing on 
the competitive nature of college students, to increase awareness of recycling 
and waste reduction on campus. WMU has consistently ranked high in the 
waste minimization competition (least amount of overall waste per capita) 
but not in the per capita recycling competition (greatest weight of 
recyclables collected per capita). The two competitions are diametrically 
opposed so it is impossible to rank high in both. Since waste minimization is 
a better management technique and is higher on the waste management 
hierarchy, placing higher in the waste minimization competition is better 
than in the per capita recycling competition. 

 
WMU will no longer compete in RecycleMania due to lack of data proving 
effectiveness and a limited budget. 

 
 
 

http://recyclemaniacs.org/)
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• Sidewalk Chalking 
One of the most effective methods for publicity seemed to be chalking the 
sidewalks. While the message is very temporary, virtually all university 
members walk somewhere on campus and are frequently looking down 
while walking.  

 
• Tabling Events 

Office for Sustainability provides information about the office and projects at 
many events throughout the year. Solid Waste Reduction has lead the effort 
to coordinate with the departments responsible for the events to ensure 
space for OfS. The events that OfS currently participates in include Bronco 
Bash, Transfer Transition Program (TTP), Medallion Scholarship 
Competition, and Multicultural Leadership Scholarship Competition. Other 
events at which Solid Waste Reduction maintained a table include 
Orientation, WMU Open Houses, and Admitted Student Events. 

 
• WMU Recycles Newsletter 

Solid Waste Reduction published a quarterly newsletter for about 10 years. 
Initially, the newsletter was printed and mailed to all WMU employees. Once 
the recycling website was created, the newsletter was published in digital 
form. A notice was placed in WMU Today when each edition was available.  
 
The focus of the early newsletters included information on what could be 
recycled, how to prepare materials, and where to place the materials. As the 
program expanded quickly, this was an effective way to inform the university 
community of the changes. In later editions, articles written by local experts 
in waste and sustainability were included. 
 
The newsletters were discontinued due to a declining number of readers. 
However, as changes are made to the recycling and waste reduction 
programs, incorporating the information into a broader sustainability 
newsletter would be appropriate. 
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Research 
 

• Best Practices for Recycling Programs  
In 2011, Solid Waste Reduction completed a best practice review of recycling 
programs at other universities. Materials recycled, recycling rate, and 
diversion rate were compared. Unfortunately comparing the recycling 
programs of universities is difficult at best. Each university collects and 
measures a different subset of materials, based on market availability and 
the materials collected are not necessarily clearly identified. Also, many 
schools only reported either a diversion rate or a recycling rate, but not both. 
(Diversion Rate is the total amount of discarded material that is not sent to a 
landfill or incinerator. Recycling Rate is that portion of discarded materials 
destined for remanufacturing into new products.) To add to the confusion, in 
some instances, the reported recycling rate was actually a diversion rate. 

 
This research was presented to a focus group of WMU departmental leaders 
to build on the information and develop a strategic waste management plan 
for the university. Participants came from departments that either generate 
significant waste such as Bernhard Center and Residence Life, and those that 
handle the waste such as Landscape Services and Building Custodial & 
Support Services. Office for Sustainability acted as the moderator and 
provided the background expertise on related sustainability issues. 
 

• Brown Hall Bin Placement 
A student working toward a master’s degree conducted a thesis project to 
determine if replacing the numerous recycling and trash bins in classrooms 
and offices with fewer, centralized collection stations containing a trash can, 
a recycling bin for paper, and a recycling bins for bottles and cans would 
result in better sorting and recycling. The outcome was shown to be highly 
effective and the new layout was phased in campus wide. Due to the fewer 
number of total containers, cost savings resulted in a reduction in labor 
hours, and plastic trashcan liners. This was one of the first research projects 
to look at reducing the number of recycling bins instead of increasing them.  

 
• Composting 

Composting is a necessary form of waste management for organic materials. 
Landscape Services has composted yard waste for many years. Leaves and 
grass are mulched and left on the lawns where appropriate. In cases where 
there are too many leaves to mulch, they are composted at the Colony Farm 
Orchard. Brush and trees limbs are ground up and used as mulch in campus 
flower beds and around trees. 
 
Food waste is a significant portion of the WMU waste stream. Much of the 
food waste from cafeterias is disposed through the Kalamazoo Waste Water 
Treatment Plant via the sewer system. In order to determine the amount of 
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food waste available several food waste audits were completed. (See Dining 
Services for more information). The newer dining facilities have 
incorporated a dewatering pulper system for food waste. However, as there 
is no composting infrastructure available in southwest Michigan, the pulp is 
placed into the landfill dumpster. Once the infrastructure is operational, 
WMU will be in position to quickly develop the collection system required. 

 
• Food Waste Audits 

Students have assisted with each food waste audit that has been conducted 
as volunteers and students completing class projects. Some of the audits 
were led by Solid Waste Reduction, while others were led by teams of 
classroom students. Solid Waste Reduction provided guidance on audit 
design, including parameters and timing. The parameters of the audit design 
were determined based on what the researcher was trying to measure, 
including the following: meal preparation waste, plate waste, leftovers, or a 
combination. Measurement of these parameters can be significantly affected 
by the day of the week. Meal preparation waste is higher on days when the 
cooks are cleaning fruits and vegetables. And plate waste can vary based on 
the daily meal options and the number of diners.   
 

• General Waste Audits 
In order to determine whether building occupants were participating in the 
recycling programs, it was necessary to complete waste audits. Solid Waste 
Reduction worked with Building Custodial & Support Services to collect all of 
the waste from select buildings to sort the waste. The material in the 
recycling bins was also sorted to ensure the proper separation. Solid Waste 
Reduction student staff and volunteers donned safety equipment to sort and 
weigh all of the waste materials for several days, usually during spring 
semester. Results varied significantly between buildings, but roughly 40% of 
the material in the trash container should have been recycled. The amount of 
contamination in the recycling bins was also high in many cases. Each 
building coordinator was provided a copy of the audit report to share with 
building occupants. 

 
• Magnetic Signs  

A student was awarded a Student Sustainability Grant to create and 
manufacture 50 magnetic signs for use during move-in. The signs are placed 
on the cardboard recycling containers, usually at events such as move-in and 
Bronco Bash, to provide information on what should be recycled. The signs 
read: 
Recycling – Items to recycle: Cardboard, Paper Packaging, Scrap Paper; No 
Trash or Wood. 
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Prior to use of these magnetic signs, each residence hall created signs using 
large rolls of paper and markers or paint. Even though Solid Waste Reduction 
provided specific information for the signs, incomplete or incorrect 
information was a frequent issue. The signs were also very temporary: Wind 
and rain frequently made the signs illegible. (See Research for further 
information.) 

 
• Outdoor Recycling Bins 

In 1996, a student proposed that WMU install outdoor recycling bins to 
increase visibility and accessibility of the recycling program. The student was 
hired as an intern responsible for providing Solid Waste Reduction with a 
complete design of appropriate bins and process for servicing the bins once 
installed. The project required the student to work closely with Solid Waste 
Reduction and Landscape Services to ensure that the recycling bins would be 
in favorable locations for use by the university community, but would not 
inhibit snowplowing and other landscaping activities. The completed 
proposal was submitted to the Vice President for Business and Finance for 
final approval. Installation continues in a phased process as budget allows. 
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• Signage 
A student research project investigated the rate of contamination before and 
after placing updated informational signs on the recycling containers in the 
public spaces at Bernhard Center. It was determined that updated signage 
was helpful in increasing the amount of recycling collected, especially for 
bottles and cans, and in reducing contamination of the recyclables. These are 
the signs for waste and recycling used at WMU as of November 2016. 

 

 
 

Contracted Removal vs. WMU Removal of Recycling from Campus 
 

One of the first questions to be considered when WMU started the recycling 
program was how to remove the materials from campus. WMU hauls waste to a 
transfer station using a WMU-owned compactor truck. However, with a limited 
budget, space, and staffing, it was decided that the recycling transportation would 
be out-sourced. This eliminated the need for WMU to purchase expensive sorting 
and baling equipment and the labor to operate it. In addition, this decision removed 
the uncertainty of the recycling markets fluctuations, which could result in 
stockpiling of materials due to challenges in selling the materials. 
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Measuring Waste and Recycling 
 

Recycling at WMU started with paper and cardboard as these materials were 
the most prevalent waste materials on a university campus; 50-70% of the waste 
stream based on several university waste audits. As additional materials were 
added to the recycling program, the volume of recycled materials increased and 
landfill waste decreased. 
 

There are several methods for calculating the efficiency of a recycling or 
waste reduction program. The method capturing the greatest extent of the waste 
stream is waste diversion, the percentage of discarded material not sent to a landfill 
or incinerator. This statistic encompasses reuse, recycling, composting, donating 
and selling of those materials no longer required by the university. Using this metric 
WMU diverts greater than 70% of our waste annually. The actual percentage varies 
due mostly to construction activity in any particular year.  
 

Another common metric for determining efficiency of the program is the 
recycling rate, which encompasses only those materials collected for recycling. 
Utilizing this method requires well-defined parameters for materials covered. WMU 
recycles 25-30% of the waste stream from the common recyclables of paper, 
cardboard, bottles, cans, caps and foils. Including other recyclable materials such as 
polystyrene foam, fluorescent light bulbs, batteries, and printer cartridges increases 
this rate to about 40% of the waste stream. 
 

WMU participated in the USEPA WasteWise Program for several years. The 
program provided a convenient web-based system for data collection and annual 
reports of waste and recycling collected. It was easy to track trends in specified 
waste categories. In 2013 WMU was presented the College/University Partner of the 
Year Award for our recycling improvement year-over-year. Also in late 2013, USEPA 
updated the software, which resulted in significant loss of WMU data. A 
determination was made to cease participation in the program and store our data 
locally. 
 

Recycling Bin Selection 
 

When developing a new program, it is important to create a visually 
appealing and consistent system along with complete instructions. In 1990, the only 
commercially available and durable recycling bins were from Rubbermaid 
Commercial Products. WMU selected the Slim Jim 23-gallon, blue bins for paper 
recycling from the many shapes and sizes available. The 23-gallon size was chosen 
for safety reasons. Something large enough to be a central collection bin but not so 
large as to potentially cause back or other injuries while emptying the bins.  
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Waste Handling 
 

Solid Waste Reduction is responsible for guiding WMU in appropriate disposal 
methods for all of the various waste streams generated. Some materials must be 
handled according to federal or state regulations. Other materials have less 
stringent handling requirements. Since WMU generates both hazardous and non-
hazardous waste streams, it is critical that SWR works closely with Environmental 
Health & Safety to ensure hazardous streams, especially, are handled properly.  
 

• Aggregate/Concrete 
Aggregate and concrete debris are typically generated during construction 
and demolition projects or during sidewalk and road repairs. WMU policy 
requires that all major construction projects meet or exceed US Green 
Building LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) silver 
requirements. Prerequisites under waste handling for LEED include recycling 
of aggregate and concrete. Smaller projects are encouraged to recycle 
materials as appropriate. 

 
• Antifreeze 

Antifreeze is generated during maintenance of the university fleet of vehicles. 
Transportation Services collects the antifreeze and ships it to a vendor. Once 
the antifreeze is cleaned by removing heavy metals, grease, and other 
contaminants, it can be used again in vehicles. WMU purchases the recycled 
antifreeze for use in our fleet, thus completing the recycling loop. There is no 
cost for this program. 

 
• Automotive Batteries 

Transportation Services in Facilities Management replaces batteries in the 
university fleet of vehicles as necessary. A deposit is paid for each new 
battery, which is refunded once the battery is returned to the vendor for 
recycling. Lead acid batteries are banned from the landfill in the State of 
Michigan. 

 
• Batteries 

WMU generates a lot of battery waste, both rechargeable batteries and 
typical household non-rechargeable batteries. Since batteries contain 
hazardous materials, they should not be disposed in the landfill.  

 
Rechargeable batteries are consolidated at the Office for Sustainability before 
being shipped to Call2Recycle for recycling. Call2Recycle provides a shipping 
container and pays the shipping costs. WMU accepts rechargeable batteries 
from the wider community so that these potentially hazardous items are not 
placed in the landfill. 
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Non-rechargeable batteries are recycled through Environmental Health & 
Safety. USEPA regulates batteries as a universal waste so they must be 
handled as hazardous waste until they are received at a recycling facility. 
WMU only accepts non-rechargeable batteries from the WMU community as 
it is an expensive program. 

 
• Better World Books 

WMU collects hardcover books and ships them to Better World Books for 
recycling or reuse. Better World Books attempts to sell the books before 
recycling. A portion of the profits from sale of books and paper recycling is 
used to purchase books for schools in developing countries. There is no cost 
to WMU for this program. Shipping boxes are provided and shipping fees are 
paid by Better World Books. The Better World Books website provides 
reports detailing the number and weight of books reused and recycled, as 
well as other environmental metrics. 

 
• Construction & Demolition Debris 

Construction and demolition debris consists of all of the waste streams 
generated during the building of new facilities or the demolition of outdated 
facilities. Much of this debris can be recycled or reused. WMU policy requires 
that all major construction projects meet or exceed LEED silver requirements 
including proper waste reduction and recycling techniques. The project 
specifications provided to each contractor outlines these requirements, 
ensuring that best waste management practices are followed. Each 
contractor provides WMU with the type of waste materials removed from 
campus, the method of handling (reuse, recycling, or landfill), and the 
amount of material disposed. 
 

• Fluorescent lamps 
Spent fluorescent light bulbs are recycled to ensure hazardous metals such as 
mercury are not placed in the landfill. Old fluorescent bulbs are stored in a 
non-road-worthy semi-trailer near Campus Services Building. Environmental 
Health & Safety contracts with a permitted facility to recycle the bulbs as 
necessary. Environmental Health & Safety absorbs the cost of the program. 

 
• Furniture 

All unwanted, but useable furniture from offices is placed into surplus for use 
by other departments or for sale to the general public. Damaged furniture is 
disposed as landfill waste. 

 
• Hazardous Waste 

Hazardous waste is regulated by the USEPA. Environmental Health & Safety 
is responsible for the proper handling and storage of hazardous wastes on 
campus, and transportation of the waste to a properly permitted disposal 
facility. 
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• Kitchen Grease 
Kitchen grease is generated in each dining hall from deep fryers. Office for 
Sustainability purchased a filtering system so that kitchen grease can be used 
to power some of our diesel equipment. Landscape Services uses about 400 
gallons in lawn mowers modified to run on the kitchen grease annually. It has 
been determined that kitchen grease can be blended with diesel fuel and 
used without equipment modification, potentially allowing for use in a wider 
array of equipment. That would allow for use of a greater portion of the 
nearly 2500 gallons of kitchen grease generated each year. 

 
WMU has a contract with Darling International to recycle any remaining 
kitchen grease not used by Landscape Services. Darling International places a 
storage container at each dining hall and picks up the grease as necessary. 
Darling International provides a small rebate to WMU Dining Services for the 
grease. 

 
• Lumber and Wood Waste 

Lumber is most often generated during small construction projects not 
affected by the LEED policy for major construction. Lumber is reused where 
possible on campus. Wood waste occurs after severe storms and during 
landscaping projects. The wood waste is stockpiled and then ground for use 
as mulch on campus.  

 
• Motor Oil 

Waste motor oil is generated from the maintenance of the university fleet of 
vehicles. Motor oil is stored in a 55-gallon drum and then shipped to 
Stoddard & Sons in Wayland, MI for recycling. There is no cost to WMU for 
this service. 

 
• Municipal Solid Waste 

The municipal solid waste (trash) at WMU is disposed in a landfill. Trash 
dumpsters are owned by WMU and emptied by a WMU-owned trash truck 
driven by a WMU Landscape Services employee. The trash truck is emptied at 
a local transfer station where it is combined with other municipal solid waste 
and then transferred to a landfill. There is a contracted tipping fee at the 
transfer station for WMU waste. 
 

• Oil Filters 
Oil filters are generated from the maintenance of the university fleet of 
vehicles. Oil filters are stored in a 55-gallon drum and then shipped to 
Stoddard & Sons in Wayland, MI for recycling. There is a fee of $30/drum 
which is paid from the Solid Waste Reduction budget. 
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• Ozone Cartridges 
WMU custodial services has adopted and ozone cleaning system for 
sanitizing most surfaces. The ozone is created using an ozone cartridge 
inserted in the water line. Once the cartridges are spent, Building Custodial & 
Support Services returns them to the vendor for credit. There is no cost for 
this program.  
 

• Partial Toilet Paper Rolls 
Before WMU converted all toilet paper dispensers to dual-roll dispensers, a 
lot of partial rolls of toilet paper were placed in the trash. Custodians would 
change the roll to ensure that there was always toilet paper available. Solid 
Waste Reduction worked with Building Custodial & Support Services to 
collect the partial rolls and donate them to local social service organizations. 
Annually, about two tons of toilet paper and paper towel were donated. This 
program has been discontinued as it is no longer needed. 

 
• Plastic Film 

Plastic film (grocery bags, shrink wrap, vinyl table cloths, and bubble wrap 
can be recycled at Michigan Recycling Industries (MRI) in Kalamazoo. MRI 
must be contacted before accepting delivery of plastic film. 

 
• Polystyrene Foam 

Polystyrene foam, better known as Styrofoam, is recycled by Dart 
Container in Mason, MI. WMU stores polystyrene foam in a non-road-worthy 
semi-trailer located near Campus Services Building. All polystyrene must be 
empty and placed in a clear plastic bag before being recycled. Solid Waste 
Reduction contacts Dart Container to arrange for removal of the foam. Since 
Kalamazoo College also recycles polystyrene foam with Dart Container, Solid 
Waste Reduction notifies them when we need a pick up and vice versa. 

 
Fall open (move-in) generates a large volume of polystyrene foam. In order 
to more efficiently handle the material from move-in, Dart Container places a 
temporary semi-trailer in parking lot 76 behind Office for Sustainability. It 
should be placed about 1-2 weeks before move-in and removed the week 
following. 

 
• Scrap Metal 

Scrap metal is a valuable material. Source separated metals return a higher 
rebate than mixed scrap metals. Logistical Services provides collection 
containers at AT Building for scrap metal generated during normal university 
operations. Scrap metal generated during construction projects is handled as 
a separate waste stream of the project. 
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• TechnoTrash 
As computers and media devices became more common, a recycling program 
was developed to handle the materials which could no longer be used. WMU 
now has a well-defined system for transferring old electronic equipment to 
use in lower intensity positions, such as use by student employees. 
Eventually, the software cannot be upgraded or the hardware is no longer fit 
for service and the equipment must be disposed. WMU Surplus attempts to 
sell the useable equipment first, but is not always successful so items are sent 
for recycling at approved facilities. 
 
Other electronic media devices such as cell phones, VCR tapes, CD’s, DVD’s, 
MP3 players, and virtually anything with a cord, can and should be recycled. 
Smaller electronic devices and media such as tapes, CD’s and DVD’s can be 
safely recycled using the Green Disk program. Special collection boxes are 
purchased on-line from Green Disk, which hold up to 70 pounds of materials. 
All shipping, handling, destruction, and recycling fees are included in the cost 
of the box. WMU simply prints a label and ships it to the recycling facility. 
Green Disk sends a Certificate of Destruction once the process is complete. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The development of the waste reduction programs at Western Michigan 

University has been accomplished with the hard work and cooperation of everyone 
at WMU: faculty, staff, students, administrators, contractors, and visitors. Every 
process generates waste in some capacity. It is the responsibility of each person to 
reduce the amount of waste generated and to determine the highest value disposal 
method for the waste that is unavoidable.   
 

It is imperative that we seek to reduce our waste first. By not generating 
waste, the labor necessary to remove it from buildings and campus is eliminated, 
along with transportation and disposal costs. The positive effects on the 
environment can be found in reduced greenhouse gas emissions, protection of green 
space, and improved air quality.  

 
In order to control costs associated with waste handling, waste streams 

should be managed as a whole, keeping in mind that all of it must go somewhere. 
The strategies for handling waste are varied and include landfilling or incinerating, 
reusing, recycling, and composting. The highest order strategy should be chosen 
whenever feasible. 
 

The WMU surplus sales operation and the recycling programs are well-
developed. Composting of yard waste is efficient. However, proper disposal of other 
organics such as food waste continues to be problematic. 
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Since southwest Michigan does not have any significant composting 
infrastructure, it is critical that WMU works toward a regional solution. Composting 
requires a large capital outlay and large volumes of material to be effective. WMU 
does not generate enough material to do this alone. 
 

WMU has made tremendous strides to reduce waste and increase recycling. 
Continually improving our waste management practices sets a good example for our 
students and for the wider Kalamazoo community.  


